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Report Summary

34%
market potential (overall)

6.1
track rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It gives a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market and is presented as a percentage between 0%
and 85%. You're looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000
other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative
success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all
the reviewers' ratings. This simply measures how "good" the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).
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6.1
track rating

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted
average of all the reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the
track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).

Overall Ratings



Review Analysis

Song Element Analysis

This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and
identifies which elements of your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced
sentiment analysis technology to establish whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative.
This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud

This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their
reviews. The larger the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.

country lovely instrumentals drums singer melody love tone violin
lyrics background slow piano amazing mix instruments beautiful male beat

okay clear sad tempo tune



Rating: 7 This artist sounds like this song came out in the 80’s. I would not download
this song because it is not my ideal type of genre of music to listen to on the
daily basis. This artist does sound like they strongly believe in what they are
saying. This song sounds like an old country song. The pause in the middle of
the song sounds great because it gives the audience a chance to hear the
violinist playing. They sounds really great.

Rating: 7 A lovely opening to this song. The Country style is appealing to me for sure.
The instrumentals are played so amazingly. The peacefulness they bring is
stunning to me. The singing is talented and unique. The backup vocals are
great, too. So much originality in one song.

Rating: 5 There is something missing on this song and that is drums. If you would notice
it sounds like a country music but it fails to give more emotion to the whole
song. They should add more power to the voice of the singer and more bass
to the song.

Rating: 7 The country vibe is quite pronounced in this gentle song. There is a mild and
harmonious quality to the singing vocals, approaching at a light pace in
tandem with the soft melody. A tranquility to the music intertwines with the
meaningful vocals in a melodramatic value.

Rating: 8 This song is lovely! I can not tell if I see this as a country type of song or a
90's love ballad type of song. Either way, you can feel right away that this is a
romantic song you just want to dance with your partner to.

Rating: 10 There is a sweet tone that the violin has and adds to the overall experience of
the song. The drums and bass help to add a lot of value to the song in a way
that is pleasing. I think it's very well composed and mastered.

Rating: 4 I thought the music sounded like it was performed by an 80s boy band, it was
cheesy both in terms of melody as well as lyrics. It was mellow but a bit hard
to take seriously. I did like the instrumentals in the background though.

Rating: 9 This has lots of potential with its superb instrumentation and wonderful
vocals. The violin especially gives the song that extra pazzazz, very
interesting and very listenable to. Great control, power and tone to the lyrics
as well as being very well produced by professionals, well done.

Rating: 9 I liked the vocals on this one, this guy has a great feeling in his voice and the
music although slow is still a fun listen, The piano sounds amazing in this mix
and the rest of the instruments all have a moment to shine here, the drums
really pop out at you here, it's just a great production, loved the strings !

Rating: 5 The fiddle is my favorite part of the song. The vocals sound nice but could use
some more work. The instrumentals are well done and sound great to the ear.
It has a midnight summer kind of vibe to it. The lyrics are very loving and well
written.

Reviews

These are the comments provided by the 41 music fans and consumers who listened to your track
online and left their track rating and written review.



Rating: 8 A beautiful love song with a male artist singing to this beat with a beatiful
smooth very soft voice and lovely tone. This is a great reaxing song that
actually has nice vocals. Also for lyric lovers this is the right joint you have
been looking for . Big song!

Rating: 5 I think this song is okay. The melody is very out there while the pitch is super
high. There is no set tone to the artist's voice and the lyrics are super messy.
The instrumentals in the background are super nice and I like how soothing
they are.

Rating: 8 This song has harmony that is unique and is slow. The music is a genre for
possible country or alternative. I like to violin sound with the other sounds.
The singer keeps up with the music. The in and out for the music is nice.

Rating: 2 This singer did not have a good voice and did not use the sound technique at
all, I think it was better to use his voice in the high step. He had a weak poem
and did not communicate well with the listener at all. The rhythm of the work
was weak and repetitive and boring for the listener. It was not clear whether
the song was happy or sad.

Rating: 8 There is a clear crossover with the two instrumentals. When they are at their
best they sound absolutely amazing and really put emotion, heart and feeling
into the track. The vocals sound bland and never really match of the piano
later on in the track

Rating: 2 the genre was apparent instantly so i knew i wouldnt be a great fan. however
the music and use of instruments was good and the vocal matched
completely. i wouldnt listen again as its not my kind of music and it was very
slow and i dont like string instruments

Rating: 7 Classic intro with beautiful harmonica or violin being played. Slow and
cheerful. Singer had a wide spread voice with lovely lyrics to the song. Very
romantic, woould defiantly listen to this song again and recommend it, as it
got louder and went really well at being soft as well as hard in places

Rating: 7 At the beginning there was an Irish country sounding genre, and the violin
makes it very sad and depressing almost. For this reason, it was very sad and
lacked variety and I think you need to at least start the song with more
uplifting and happier sounds and instruments. A faster tempo would make the
song sound modern, clear and like it knew where it was leading and going,
and knew what modern listeners wanted.

Rating: 7 great first hearing . Great use of the violin and vocals dont match the music
although the vocals are good it gets better as it goes along. Feels like a
female voice would be better. Great production and instrumentation is
fanstatic the drums are perfect for the song

Rating: 6 The music in this song has a relaxing and peaceful melody. It sounds like the
artist voice is being echoed which is not needed for a slow song like this one.
There is a long pause in the lyrics that makes the song appear to be finishing
but after the long pause, the artist starts singing again which can cause
people to stop listening due to thinking it is over.

Rating: 6 Sad violin playing throughout the song, sounds nice and gives the song a
country style feel. A male singer sings throughout the song, the violin is
consistent and works well. The lyrics arn't bold and seem sort of generic to
me, maybe a few changes to the lyrics would help the song stand out.



Rating: 6 The harmonies sound a bit odd, like they are computer generated. The vocals
are fighting the music a bit too much in the mix. The track could be simpler
musically and be more effective. Just a piano in the verses would work as
accompaniment. The lyrics are not bad and it has a decent arrangement. The
singing is okay.

Rating: 7 A richly instrumented track with violin and piano. The lead vocals sound auto-
tune and correct assisted. They have a thin, slightly harsh tone. Your score is
well composed with a sonorous arrangement. It is a well recorded and
produced track, but the vocals could to be more authentic.

Rating: 4 Song overall has a unique country element. This song sort've feels like a
ballad as it tells a story from what I hear. Lyrics have a clear precise message
which can be clear for the listener. Song has a basic layout and the layer of
the violins creates a better atmosphere.

Rating: 6 I really like the sounds of the strings and how they are arranged with the beat
of this track. The artist voice dont mesh well with it though. It kinda throws
me for a loop. The song sounds quite lovely. On the upside the artist does has
a pleasant sounding voice.

Rating: 7 The violins flowed very well, it really determined the atmosphere of the song
which was mellow and happy. The vocal could have stood out more, but his
singing was quite moving, with lots of warmth. The vocal harmony in the
chorus was very beautiful. A very melodious and kind folk song.

Rating: 1 The instrumentals in the background sound a bit dull and sad sounding. This
song almost brought my mood down if I’m being completely honest. The artist
sings with very little effort and I dont feel any energy at all. I am not ecstatic
while listening to this and would not listen to again.

Rating: 7 I do not like the instruments used in this piece it reminds me of a classical
piece at the start. When it begins to gain more tempo i do not really like the
male vocal with the song i find it harder to understand the lyrics. Reminds me
off a christmas song the tune.

Rating: 8 I really like this song for its lyrics and i like the beat a lot with the violin and i
like the effects that you used on it i like your voice it is clear that you are very
talented i would recommend and listen again.?,

Rating: 7 It sounds like it should be for younger children, the melody and Rhythm, and
the tempo is very slow. This makes it hard to concentrate, although is has
very good use of piano and the other instruments involved. However the lyrics
do keep you listening to the song , it could do with being a little shorter and
not as long.

Rating: 6 An okay song in my opinion. I liked the fiddle in the song and I also liked the
artists voice. However I feel like the mix needs to be adjusted. Some parts of
the recording sound a little off compared to others. Other then that a real
good start.

Rating: 5 A very enjoyable song and i enjoyed listening to this. I however will not be
adding it to my playlist yet the lyrics are decent and matches the flow of the
beat very well. The artist has some good lyrics also but the delivery could
have bern better.



Rating: 5 This starts off with a piano and a violin that isn't quite in tune with the piano,
so not a good start! Very shortly the full mix kicks in with drums, a bass guitar
and a male vocal which sounds a bit uneasy. It's a fairly slow song in a major
key which is melodic but still I'm finding the vocals a bit whiny rather like the
violin. The production is high in quality with every instrument and vocal part
mixed in well with each other, and the mastering is also very professional.
Maybe this has an audience but I think that it's a bit of a niche market. This is
definitely not commercial in terms of style but at least it has a proper song
structure and melody unlike so much of today's usual chart fodder.

Rating: 10 I have hear the song before, i think it has really good instruments and his
voice goes well with the song, the beat is good along with the tones that he
has used, i like his word and i want to listen to the song again.

Rating: 10 The song is so romantic and it's emotional. Starting it started with some
instrumental music and then the guy started singing with his lyrics which is so
deep and it's emotional. Then the background music is so perfect and it goes
with the lyrics. The song is fab and amazing.

Rating: 7 Violin is very beautiful at the start and is perfect for a very warm and
welcoming beginning to the song. The rest of the instrumentals are pretty
good and go very well with the vocals and his fabulous voice. Very relaxing
song and quite peaceful.

Rating: 7 The track starts out at a good volume witch I feel is an amazing touch, The
track instantly has you drawn in during the first few seconds making it have
the ability to be a success, The tracks singing is a little out of tune with the
music it ends up blending into each other but in a good way.

Rating: 4 I dont really like it for the sole purpose its country. It sounds okay but its just
really not my type. Its more music then lyrics & singer. Which is never good &
the music is much louder then the singer which i never like. But overall its
okay i guess.

Rating: 4 I dont like the tempo. I dont llike the lyrics. I dislike the speed of the song. I
hate the lyric theme. I like the calming tune . I think the music and voice could
be lowerd a bit i think there way too loud. howeveroverall i like the song.

Rating: 9 I first heard this song in 2013 and I really loved it. I love this song, I just know
you two will be famous one day. One of my new favorite song. Their voice
their message through this song. This song save my life. I love the guitar it
heat so different
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